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Abstract
Two dimensional (2D) shape and appearance models are applied to the
problem of creating a near-videorealistic talking head. A speech corpus of a
talker uttering a set of phonetically balanced training sentences is analysed
using a generative model of the human face. Segments of original parameter
trajectories corresponding to the synthesis unit (e.g. triphone), are extracted
from a codebook, then normalised, blended, concatenated and smoothed be-
fore being applied to the model to give natural, realistic animations of novel
utterances. The system provides a 2D image sequence corresponding to the
face of a talker. It is also used to animate the face of a 3D avatar by dis-
placing the mesh according to movements of points in the shape model and
dynamically texturing the face polygons using the appearance model.
1 Background
Recently, interest in the ﬁelds of computer vision and computer graphics have been con-
verging. One particular area that has beneﬁted greatly from this convergence is the real-
istic animation of human faces. The face is a complex communication device that pro-
vides both linguistic and non-linguist cues and we quickly become expert at detecting and
recognising subtle changes in the features of the face. As a result videorealistic animation
of the face is a very difﬁcult problem.
Traditional graphics-based facial animation systems represent points on the face as
vertices in three dimensions and approximate the surface of the face by connecting the
vertices. A set of parameters deform the mesh in some controlled manner, where the
parameterisation is either direct, as in terminal analogue synthesis [12, 13], or indirect,
as in physically-based synthesis [15, 17]. Graphics-based systems can be efﬁciently ren-
dered, especially on modern graphics processors, however they tend to lack videorealism.
Texture mapping an image of a real face onto the mesh generally is still not enough to
convince a viewer that the animated sequence is a real face.
BMVC 2003 doi:10.5244/C.17.3Computer vision and image processing algorithms can improve the videorealism,
where animations are driven from images of real faces [6, 9, 11]. Providing the cor-
rect lip shape is presented for a given sound and the synthesised movements of the face
look natural, these systems are able to achieve a high degree of videorealism. Bregler and
co-workers [6] automatically segment existing sequences of a talker into short sequences
corresponding to triphones and replay these segments in a new order to create novel se-
quences. Brand [5] and Brooke and Scott [7] use hidden Markov models (HMMs) to learn
the characteristics of facial deformations associated with speech production. The trained
HMMs are used to generate new sequences, where Brand animates both the speech and
expressionofa(possibly)novelperson, whileBrookeandScottgenerateimagesequences
of the mouth region of a single talker. Cosatto and Graf [9] populate a hyper-space of fa-
cial examples, where the dimensions of the hyper-space correspond to measurements on
a talker’s face. Example images are extracted from this compact hyper-space based on
the phonetic string to be synthesised and these mouth shape images stitched together with
images of other facial regions (eyes, cheeks etc.) to create novel sequences of expressive
speech. Ezzat and Poggio report a model-based synthesis technique that creates very re-
alistic speech animation of a talker’s mouth [11]. These images of the synthesised mouth
movements are composited back into an original video sequence to create believable ani-
mated speech.
Image-based animation systems tend to lack the generality of graphics based systems.
For example, they are (usually) applied to problem of reanimating the face in existing
video sequences. For a full-bodied talking character, graphics methods may be preferable
since the face of a complete virtual character (avatar) can be animated while the character
performs novel actions, e.g. sign language and other manual gestures.
In this paper we describe an extension to an alternative technique for achieving re-
alistic speech animation based on appearance models, where the system is extended to
animate the face of a complete 3D virtual character. A statistical model of the appear-
ance of the face is texture mapped onto a three dimensional mesh model, which in turn is
animated by a statistical model of shape. Thus, pose, shape and texture are all animated
independently.
2 Data Capture
To ensure the pose of the head remained as constant as possible, the training data was
collected using a head mounted camera and transferred from DV tape to computer using
an IEEE 1394 compliant capture card with a frame size of 360x288 pixels (one quarter
DV-PAL).Theaudiowascapturedusingtheon-cameramicrophoneanddigitisedat11025
Hz, 16 bits/sample stereo and was later used to phonetically segment the video using the
HTK speech recogniser run in forced-alignment mode [18]. Only a single talker was
recorded in a single sitting to remove identity variation and to ensure the lighting was even
and constant throughout the entire training video. The speaker held the facial expression
as neutral as possible (no emotion) to conﬁne the variation of the facial features to that
due to speech. The training data consisted of 279 sentences, comprising approximately
twelve minutes of speech data.3 Modelling the Face
Following the notation of Cootes and co-workers [8] a statistical model of the shape of
an object, termed the point distribution model (PDM), is trained by manually placing
landmarks on a set of images and performing a principal component analysis (PCA) on
the coordinates of these landmarks. Typically about 100 points are used for the whole
face and 30 images are selected for hand labelling covering a broad range of the mouth
shapes associated with speech production. Any training shape can then be approximated
using xx+Psbs, where x contains the (x;y) coordinate pairs for each landmark, x is the
mean shape, Ps is the matrix of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix associated with
the ts eigenvalues of the greatest magnitude, chosen to describe some preset percentage
of the total variation (typically 95%), and bs is a vector of ts shape parameters.
A statistical model of the appearance of the face is computed by warping the labelled
images from the landmarks to the mean shape. This normalises the shape of the face
in each image, ensures each example has the same number of pixels and a pixel in one
example corresponds to the same feature of the face in all other examples. Typically
about 40,000 (RGB) pixels are used. A further PCA is performed on the pixel values
within the shape-normalised faces such that any RGB appearance can be approximated
using a  a+Paba, where a is the mean shape-normalised image, Pa is the matrix of the
ﬁrst ta eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and ba a vector of appearance parameters.
Each image is, therefore, described by a set of shape parameters and a set of appear-
ance parameters, bs and ba respectively. The shape and appearance spaces are concate-
nated such that the face in an image maps to a single point in a face-space, where some
of the dimensions correspond to shape variation and some to appearance variation. We do
not project the shape and appearance parameters into a combined model space for synthe-
sis as subjective testing of various appearance models have shown that the most dynami-
cally realistic models are comprised of independent shape and appearance models [16].
4 Data Preparation
Given the shape and appearance models, the face in all 34000 video frames is encoded
in terms of the parameters bs and ba. To project the face onto the principal components
requires the landmark positions for each image, which are obtained using the gradient de-
scent active appearance search algorithm [2]. This takes as input an image, the shape
model and the appearance model, and outputs the corresponding landmarks for each
frame. This labelling can be done using any face tracker, however active appearance
models and their descendent’s have the advantage that they use the same models as used
by the synthesiser. Hence the points on the face located by the tracker are exactly the
points required by the synthesiser.
Given the landmarks, each image is projected into face-space by computing the shape
parameters, warping the image from the landmarks to the mean shape and computing
the appearance parameters. Each example image corresponds to a point in face-space
and over the course of a sentence the parameters approximate a trajectory through face-
space. A continuous parametric representation of this trajectory is obtained using Hermite
interpolation [3], and the 279 continuous trajectories, one for each training sentence, are
stored in the synthesis codebook. Hermite interpolation is used to ﬁt the data rather than
natural cubic splines as the smoothness constraints in the calculation of the natural cubicspline often results in an over-smoothed ﬁt of the data points. If, say, a point along
the parameter trajectory corresponds to mouth opening, overshooting could result in the
mouth opening further than actually occurred in the original data and the auditory and
visual information could become misaligned.
4.1 Segmenting the Trajectories
The audio component of the training video is passed through the HTK speech recog-
niser [18], the output of which is a list of the constituent phoneme symbols that form each
sentence and their corresponding start and end times. This phonetic information is also
stored in the synthesis codebook and is later used to index the parameter trajectories such
that segments can be extracted corresponding to individual phonemes.
4.2 Measuring Phoneme Similarity
It is well known that during speech lip shapes depend not only the sound being produced,
but also the surrounding sounds — known as phonetic context. The shape and appearance
models are used in a sample-based synthesis scheme, so the synthesiser must be able to
account for phonemes appearing in unseen contexts. To allow for this a similarity matrix
is used to ﬁnd contexts in the training data that are ‘closest’ to an unseen context. This
similarity matrix is automatically derived from the data and each element contains an
objective measure of similarity, in terms of the model parameters, between two given
phonemes. This idea is similar to that in [1], except we extend their idea to consider the
time variation of the parameters, the degree to which phonemes are modiﬁed by context
and the relative signiﬁcance of each model parameter.
To build the matrix, ﬁrst all observations of each phoneme are gathered and the rele-
vant portions of the original shape and appearance trajectories sampled at ﬁve equi-distant
points over the duration of the phoneme1, where the timing information from the speech
recogniser is used to index the trajectories. Each observation is then represented as a
(ts +ta)5 matrix of shape and appearance parameters and the mean representation of
each phoneme is computed. The distance between any phoneme pair can then be found
on a pair-wise basis using,
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where Dij is the distance between phonemes i and j. Pi is the mean (ts +ta)5 matrix
representing the ith phoneme and Pj the jth phoneme. The weights v take into account
the degree to which the context modiﬁes the lip shape for a phoneme, i.e. how reliable the
mean representation is for a phoneme. For each phoneme, its weight is proportional to the
total area between the mean trajectory and all observed trajectories. The value wk is the
signiﬁcance of the kth parameter in the model and is proportional to the variance captured
by the corresponding principal component.
Given the matrix of distance values, the similarities are computed using
Sij = e gDij: (2)
1The choice of sampling at 5 equi-distant points follows [1].The range of similarity is 0 (maximally dissimilar), to 1 (identical) and the variable g
controls the spread of similarity values over the range (0,1). This similarity matrix is
stored with the parameter trajectories and phoneme timing information in the synthesis
codebook. Some typical similarity values are shown in Table 1.
Phoneme Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3
m p 0.869 b 0.850 w 0.830
f v 0.808 s 0.621 dZ 0.619
t d 0.967 I 0.900 z 0.894
tS dZ 0.898 S 0.852 s 0.767
Table 1: Some typical phoneme similarity scores. The column Rank 1 is the most similar
phoneme with its similarity score, Rank 2 the second most similar and so on. Generally
the most similar phonemes belong to the same class of sound, for example the bilabials
/b/, /m/ and /p/ are all considered similar, as with the labio-dental fricatives, /f/ and /v/.
5 Synthesis
A visual sequence corresponding to a new utterance is synthesised by ﬁrst converting a
text stream to a list of phonemes and durations. This can either be from analysis of a real
(unseen) utterance, or derived from a text-to-speech (TTS) synthesiser. For each phoneme
to be synthesised, the original training data is searched for the n examples of that phoneme
in the most similar contexts found in the codebook using
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where sj is the similarity between the desired context and the jth context in the code-
book, C is the context width, Sli j is the similarity between the ith left phoneme in the
jth codebook context and the corresponding phoneme in the desired context, Sri j is the
similarity between the ith right phoneme of the jth codebook context and the correspond-
ing phoneme in the desired context. This similarity score is attractive since it allows the
context width to be easily varied by simply changing an input parameter to the synthe-
siser (C), the structure of the synthesiser itself requires no modiﬁcation. In the results
presented here a context width of C = 1 is used, hence, the synthesis unit is the triphone.
Given the n closest matches in the codebook for each synthesis phoneme, the correspond-
ing portions of the original parameter trajectories are extracted and temporally warped to
the desired duration. A weighted average of these normalised trajectories is computed to
give a new trajectory in face-space, where the weights are proportional to the similarity of
the codebook context to the synthesis context, ensuring the most similar contexts receive
more weight.
The new phoneme trajectories in face-space are concatenated to form a trajectory for
the entire sentence, which is sampled at the original frame rate. Since no smoothness con-
straints were imposed on examples selected from the codebook, smoothing splines [10]
are ﬁtted through the model parameters to ensure a smooth transition between synthe-
sis units and the smoothed parameters are applied to the model to produce the syntheticimage sequence of the talking face. The synthesiser itself outputs a sequence of 2D land-
marks and a sequence of shape-normalised images. The ﬁnal synthesised image frames
are created by warping the shape-normalised images to the corresponding landmarks.
Example parameter trajectories are shown in Figure 1, where the trajectory for the
ﬁrst parameter for the shape and appearance models are shown for an original (novel)
sequence and the synthesised equivalent. While there are systematic differences between
the trajectories, the overall shape is generally correct. Formal subjective testing is re-
quired in order to determine the signiﬁcance of the differences between these trajectories.
However, informal testing suggests the differences are not critical. Formal subjective tests
are currently underway and results will be presented in a separate paper. A comparison
of original and synthesised faces from a real sequence and the corresponding synthesiser
output are shown in Figure 2. The data for the original sequence was not included in the
synthesis codebook.
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Figure 1: Upper plot shows the ﬁrst shape model parameter trajectory from an original
sequence (solid curve) and a synthetic sequence (dashed curve). The lower plot shows the
same information, but for the ﬁrst appearance parameter. The trajectories correspond to
the phrase “Charlie brought his dog out but their only pure intent was to catch churchgoers
wearing turquoise.”
The synthesis method described here for creating near-videorealistic synthetic visual
speech sequences has the advantage over traditional image-based systems in that the ma-
nipulation of the original data is much easier in terms of the model parameters than the
original images. The resultant sequences are still only 2D image sequences of a talking
face however. It just happens that the images are created by the generative model rather
than obtained directly from a camera. The next section describes how the synthesiser
can be easily extended to animate a 3D mesh model, providing near-videorealistic 2.5D
animations.
5.1 Extending the Synthesis to 2.5D
The synthesiser described in Section 5 provides very realistic 2D speech animation of
the human face. The resultant synthetic faces can be composited back into an original
sequence, as with other 2D synthesis systems [6, 11]. However, it is desirable to animatem255_059 m255_086 m255_108
Figure 2: The top rows shows pixel values extracted from selected video frames from a
real video sequence not used in training, while the bottom row shows the corresponding
face output by the synthesiser.
the face of a full-bodied 3D virtual character, rather than simply re-animating the mouth
in an existing sequence.
Blanz and Vetter [4] describe how a database of Cyberware scans can be adapted
to a single image of an individual to provide a 3D photorealistic representation of the
face. Instead we adopt a technique based on scattered data interpolation used in [14] for
animating facial expression. The 3D coordinates of a sparse set of points deﬁned on the
face of an individual are recovered from multiple camera views. These sparse points are
then used to adapt a dense generic 3D mesh to the individual. Here, we use the same
model used by the face tracker and synthesiser, where the sparse shape model points
are used to drive the dense 3D mesh and the shape-normalised image provides a dynamic
texturemap. Thesetexturemapsarewarpedtothe3Dverticesofthefacemeshratherthan
the 2D points of the shape model, providing near-videorealism in three dimensions. The
actual animations produced by the synthesiser are essentially 2.5D since the shape model
contains no depth variation. The resultant animations are however still very realistic for
moderate rotations of the head as the depth cues are captured in the subtle changes of the
dynamic texture map.
First, a correspondence must be deﬁned between the N 2D landmarks in the shape
model and the M >> N vertices of the 3D mesh. This is done manually prior to synthesis
and informs the synthesiser which vertex belongs to which point in the shape model. Ver-
tices on the 3D mesh mapped to a point in the shape model are known as constrained ver-
tices and the displacements for these vertices are known, they take the coordinates of the
corresponding shape model points. The displacements for the constrained vertices are
given by:
ui = pi p(0)
i ; (4)
where p(0) is the 3D mesh in the default position, i.e. adapted to the mean shape in the
shape model, and pi are the new 3D coordinates for the ith constrained vertex. A smooth
vector-valued function that ﬁts the known displacements, f(pi) = ui is deﬁned such that
thedisplacementsoftheremaining, unconstrainedverticescanbefoundusing f(pj)=uj.
A radially symmetric basis function is used in [14], which falls off smoothly with
distance, thus the displacement of unconstrained vertices are more inﬂuenced by the dis-placement of constrained vertices lying closer by. The function f(p) is deﬁned as
f(p) =å
i
cif(k p pi k); (5)
where the basis function takes the form f(r) = e r=64 and the coefﬁcients c are found by
multiplying the (x,y,z) coordinates of ui with the matrix F 1, where Fik =f(kpi pk k),
with pi the ith constrained vertex and pk the kth constrained vertex.
The original synthesiser training data was captured using a head mounted camera to
minimise unwanted pose variation from the face model. In the synthetic sequences, pose
information (translation and rotation) can be applied to the 3D mesh prior to rendering
the face, hence the pose of the face is independent of the synthesis parameters. The mesh
used to drive the model need not contain only a face, it could form part of a full virtual
character, shown in Figure 4. In this instance vertices are tagged prior to synthesis as
belonging to the face of the avatar, or not. Those not forming the face are ignored, while
those belonging to the face are displaced as described above. Example frames from an
animated sequence using a generic mesh model are shown in Figure 3 and an example of
a full bodied talking avatar is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 3: Example frames from a sequence, where a generic mesh is deformed according
to the 2D shape model points and textured the with shape-free appearance images output
by the synthesiser.
Figure 4: Example frames from a sequence, where the face of a complete avatar is an-
imated using an appearance model. Here, the face model is clearly delineated by not
matching the mesh textures to the face. Notice (left and right) that the teeth and other
subtle changes have been captured.
6 Future Work
Future work will include an investigation of how expressive speech can be animated using
the model. Currently the synthesiser is trained on speech without emotional context. Oneapproach to animating expressive speech would be to include existing graphics rules, for
example Waters’ muscle model [17], and apply the graphics rules to the 3D mesh after the
speech animation has been generated. A second approach could be to capture a database
of images with emotional expression in the same session as a speech corpus is captured.
A separate shape and appearance model could then be trained on this database, and the
leading modes of variation added to the speech model. One of the major limitations
of image-based synthesis is the lack of generalisation - only the face(s) in the synthesiser
corpus may be animated. Since our animation parameters are offsets from the mean shape
and appearance, we will investigate how displacing the mean to a new position in face-
space affects the perceptual quality of the synthesiser output for a novel face.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an alternative to existing techniques for creating highly
realistic synthetic visual speech. The synthesiser generates a new trajectory in face-
space corresponding to a novel utterance from example parameter trajectories in a cor-
pus. The parameters are applied to the model to create a 2D set of landmarks and a
shape-normalised image. The ﬁnal synthetic video frame is generated by warping the
shape-normalised image to the 2D landmarks, or by adapting a generic 3D mesh to the
landmarks and warping the shape-normalised image to the new mesh vertices. We have
conducted formal subjective tests of the naturalness of the synthesiser output, which will
be published in a separate paper. Demos of the system can be found on our web-page at
http://www.sys.uea.ac.uk/˜bjt.
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